The model HT100-4m is designed for DIYers. You will need a steel saw if you need to
customize the length of the track. Also, a screwdriver is essential for this installation. Below
are the detail steps:
1. Open the package and you will have the following accessories (the mounting brackets,
remote or power plug may vary according to your order).

2. Loose the big-head screw from the running track to unlock the steel wire.

3. Remove the end-base screw for track extension.

4. Pull out the end-base.

5. Connect the tracks with connector (There will be no need to fix the connector which is
designed to be easy installation) and make sure the tracks are hung horizontally. Do not
twist the steel wire.

6. Repeat step 4 and 5 until you get enough length of track for your windows. You may cut
the last track to make it suitable for your disable length.
7. Secure the end-base and fasten the back screw on it.

8. Pull the steel wire and make it even in both sides.

9. Loose the hex bolt as possible with a spanner. This will be used to adjust the tightness of
the steel wire in step 14 and keep the curtains automatically stop when fully open or closed.

10. Pull back the steel wire as tight as possible and fasten the big-head screw with a
screwdriver. Make sure the steel wire still separately stay their side.

11. Slide the red-catch and insert the transmission box.

12. Set the curtain number in the panel switch to “ON” or leave the default number 8. This is
important if you use the same remote to control more than one set of curtain track. You will

need to press the number key on the remote before to operate the curtain.

13. Plug in the 12V DC Power Adapter.

14. You are now able to perform the test-run without the curtains attached. The track should
automatically stop when it is fully open or closed.
- If the motor keeps running, please tighten the hexagon bolt.
- If the motor keeps running even the hexagon bolt is fully fastened, please go back the step
10 to first fasten the steel wire.

15. Install the tracks to your preferable position with the wall brackets or ceiling brackets.
Then attach the track on the brackets slots.

16. Finally, attach your curtains to the moving trolleys and enjoy the remote control electric
curtain tracks.

